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The benefits students gain from studying in countries away from home reach far beyond
traditional classroom learning.
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Through his own journeys to distant lands, the President gained an appreciation for the
importance o f international education experiences for all students.
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By Richard Godfrey
President, !SU Foundation
Director, Institutional Advancement

"T

he International Face of
Illinois State University"
is captured most vividly in
the smiling countenance of the
students who grace the cover of
Illinois State Today.
But the rapidly growing international emphasis at the University
takes on extensive other involvements which reflect the institution's
commitment to the basic fact that
today we truly are one world and
one people.
The University, under the leadership of President Lloyd Watkins,
who, himself, has traveled to ISU
study centers in the far corners of
the globe, has recognized that the
role of a university appropriately is
to prepare its students for existence
in a society that is interdependent
country to country on everything
from economics to education to the
arts and culture to agriculture and
to the general betterment of conditions for people everywhere.
What better place than a university for the addressing of the
opportunities in the present and
future in communications, with
satellite technology bringing the
farthest reaches of Earth as close as
your telephone, computer terminal
or television set; for the advancement of the concepts of free enterprise in the opening of new world
markets for technology and products; for the sharing of scientific
and educational expertise to
improve living conditions for the
less fortunate; for the development
of international understanding and
cooperation through cultural
exchanges; and for the creation of
mutual interdependence that will
forge unbreakable bonds among

One world
and one people
Illinois State •
a
forerunner
in
commitment

• •

''

Gladys Chan (left) of Hong Kong
and Masako Moriyama of Japan enjoy
each other's company on a walk
between classes.

countries that once viewed themselves as enemies.
Illinois State has become a
forerunner in higher education in its
commitment of people, resources
and programs to the internationalizing of its curriculum. The pages of
Illinois State Today will capture
for you many of the aspects of that
effort, including the role of the
president, Provost David Strand,
who also has been an active proponent, the Office of International
Studies and Programs, International
House with its remarkable living
experience, the extensive studyabroad opportunities for students
who may never have been out of
Illinois before, faculty development
trips abroad, the many alumni of
ISU who live and work in other
countries, the economic development programs to assist businesses
such as the American-Japanese
Diamond-Star Motors in NormalBloomington, and the international
character of the ISU Foundation's
Ewing Manor and the campus
museums. And so much more.
Even for our graduates who live
and work in the United States, as do
the vast majority, the international
focus has major importance because
of the increasing impact of "one
world, one people" on virtually
every facet of daily living.
Those of us in the Division of
Institutional Advancement are
pleased to bring to you this comprehensive overview of Illinois State
University's forward vision in yet
another field of its endeavors to
serve the citizens of the commonwealth. We commend to you for
your reading enjoyment the articles
which follow.
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By Marc Lebovitz
Public Information Specialist

I-House a hub
for international understanding
nternational House was an idea
whose time had come when it
was established in 1970.
The idea was that students
from the United States would live
side by side with foreign students. A
sophomore from Peoria might room
with a junior from Africa, or a
senior from Clinton might share
living quarters with a freshman from
Thailand.
Each would have a world of
knowledge and experience to give
the other. Each would learn about
the history, society, education,
culture, problems and triumphs of
the other's country. In a general
sense, the process would lead to
friendship and international understanding.
International House opened in
Van Buren House of Watterson
Towers in 1970 and quickly lived
up to its expectations. A year later
the group moved to Fell Hall, ISU's
oldest residence hall, built in 1918
for women. The University, which
today has numerous special interest
"lifestyle" options - graduate lifestyle, no-smoking lifestyle, computer science lifestyle, wellness lifestyle, business lifestyle - established
its first "lifestyle" option 17 years
ago.
For 11 years in Fell and the last
five years in Walker Hall, International House has been not only a coeducational residence and academic
program center but also a major
source of culturai programming in .
the community. Th.r oughout the
school year I-House presents programs on dozens of countries Taiwan, Mexico, Iran, Thailand,
Japan, Korea, Sri Lanka, Malaysia,
Peru, Chile, India, and more. The
annual International Fair brings
them all together during a two-day
festival on campus.
"Students who live in I-House
don't merely talk or read about
international understanding, they

I
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live it," explained International
House director Marilyn Boyd.
"While all of ISU's foreign students
don't live in I-House, we had 95 live
in I-House last year and many
others who spend a lot of time visiting. Having many of these students
living in one place on campus
enhances their effectiveness as contributors to the learning process.
"We have the many social,
educational and cultural programs
that are an important part of the
education, but the real benefits for
the students themselves come in the
dining room, lounges, on the committees and in the rooms," she said.
Latif Ahmed, who is from
Pakistan, lived in I-House for one
year before earning his degree in
chemistry in 1984. But even as a
non-resident he spent many evenings and weekends at I-House.
"It was like a second home for
most of the foreign students o n
campus," he said. "If you lived
anywhere else on campus you still
came back because it is a friendly,
comfortable place that made you
forget you were in another country.
When I came to the United States
and to ISU I didn't know where I
was going or what to do, but in
I-House there are many people who
have been through the

International House is home to ISU
students (left to right) Hitoshi Tanaka of
Tsuruoka, Japan; Jose Maldonado of
Puerto Rico; Parinya Paisarnsrisin of
Bangkok, Thailand; Richard Pearce of
Streator, lll.; Soon Ae Choi of Seoul,
Korea; Orawan Tanchareonrat of
Rajaburg, Thailand; and International
House director Marilyn Boyd.

same experience who understood
what I was going through. It is like a
family.
"I am working on my Ph.D. in
Chicago and I tell people there is no
place like Illinois State's I-House. I
still come back often to visit," he
said.
This spring the first official
I-House reunion brought many
grads back to campus after absences
of many years. An effort is underway to create an I-House alumni
association, which would bind
International House students even
closer after graduation and would
create a support group for current
residents.
" I came from a small town in
Ohio, so living in I-House really
opened my eyes to other cultures,"
said Onica (Evans ) Nakakura, a
four-year resident who graduated in
1981. "I got more of an education
living there than from any classes I
took." Nakakura also met her husband, Yutaka, in I-House. She
taught English in Nagoya, Japan,

before they returned to the U.S. and
settled in the Chicago suburb of
Wheeling.
"When you first move into
International House, everyone feels
that their culture is best," observed
Mengiste "Max" Ayele, a native of
Ethiopia. "After a while, though,
you live with people from so many
other countries and cultures that
you learn we are all just human
beings. You learn it is possible to
cross all the cultural barriers and
really feel like just one people."
Ayele, who works at State
Farm, lived in I-House from 1976
to 1980. Before that he was an
American Field Service exchange
student who spent a high school
year in Kewanee.
"When I came to Illinois State
everyone told me I-House was the
best place to live. And it was. I
learned more about America and
Americans while living there. It
really was a home," Ayele said.
College students often meet the
person they eventually marry in residence halls, and International
House is no different. One of the
more unusual I-House marriages
involves Atsuko Pain, an exchange
student from Nanzan University in
1976-77. She met Keith Pain at IHouse while he was visiting friends.
"He was from the University of
Massachusetts on the National Student Exchange program and had

lived in I-House the year before,"
she said. "He was visiting frien_ds
when we met. We decided to get
married but I had to finish college,
so he followed me home to Japan,
where we got married," she said.
"He wanted to teach in the U.S., so
we came back after I graduated."
Atsuko now works for a Japanese bank in Chicago and the couple
lives in the Joliet area.
Adil Kadar, a native of the United Arab Emirates, attended Illinois
State University only because of
International House. The business
and finance graduate who now owns
a restaurant in Huntington Beach,
Calif., lived in Fell Hall for three
years and one year in Walker.
May graduate and three-year IHouse resident Marsha Ginson will
spend the next year in Germany on
a Fulbright Scholarship. While she
is there, and when she visits other
countries in Europe, she intends to
visit numerous friends she made
while they lived in International
House.
"If I learned anything at ISU
and in I-House it was that people
are all the same," Ginson said. "We
would sit around talking about
games we played as children, and
discovered that people from other
countries played the same childhood
games. They have the same goals,
same hopes, same desires as
everyone else.

foreign
Looking for familiar faces in a photo
album at the I-House reunion was a
popular activity for International House
students who have not been back
recently for a visit.

"I have learned so much about
the world because I lived in International House," she said. "Even if
you don't live there, there are so
many programs about different
countries and different cultures
offered during the year that you can
learn a great deal just by going to
those free programs."
According to Dr. JoAnn
McCarthy, director of International
Studies and Programs, I-House is
one of the healthiest and most
underrated programs on campus,
even though there sometimes is a
misconception that it is a residence
hall for only foreign students.
Walker Hall currently houses
I-House, which is about half U .S.
and half foreign students living on
the top two floors, and also houses
the Honors Program residents who
live on the lower two floors.
"We constantly look for ways
to improve the physkal facilities at
I-House," McCarthy said. "For
instance, we hope to increase the
cooking facilities because many foreign students occasionally like to be
able to fix some food from home.
The University food service is
always very good about accommodating foreign students' food .
requests, but many I-House programs involve food, either as
refreshments or as samples of a
country's cuisine'. For that we could
use more cooking facilities,
"We have outstanding programs at International House, better
and more .active, I believe, than any
other international house in the
country," she said. "We have a regular program of speakers, cultural
showcases and an active forum for
debate that promotes international
understanding on campus and in
the community.
"Living in I-House opens up
a whole new way of thinking
about nearly everything. Even
the most mundane subjects
take on a new, global perspective
McCarthy said. "We have
had an enormous number of 4.0
grade point averages among our foreign
eign students. Many of our foreign
alumni now hold very responsible
positions in their countries'. universities and governments."
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By Roger Cushman
Director, News and Publications Service

Study abroad offers more
than traditional learning

W

h en Jennifer arrived at
Angers, France, last winter
to begin her experience as
an exchange student from Illinois
State University, she was appreh ensive.
She suffered from a cold. The
surroundings were unfamiliar. The
business school (Ecole Supcricure
des Sciences Commerciales
d'Angers) had a reputation for its
tough academic program. She fel t
lo nely and had a lot o f decisions to
make.
"In short, she was experiencing
culture shock," recalls Margareta
O'Connell, coordinator.of ISU
Study Abroad Programs who met
with Jennifer in Angers shortly after
Jennifer's arrival.
They spent some time discussing the reasons why Jennifer felt so
low. They talked about culture
shock and made up a strategic plan
on how to get Jennifer to deal with
h er new challenge. Jennifer listed all
h er concerns and decided to work
o n each of them.
Three months later, O'Connell
received a letter from Jennifer. The
ISU student was in a much different
mood.
"Since our meeting," Jennifer
wrote, "things have changed drastically. I love it here! I think the turning point was winter break when I
went skiing with eight other ESSCA
students. We all had a s uper time
and ever since then I' ve felt 100
percent 'integrated.' "
Jennifer's story is repeated time
after time by ISU students who
study abroad. Several hund red of
them attend school in Europe or
Asia every year, and almost without
exception t hey say it was th e greatest experience of their lives.
The Study Abroad programs
arc part of the Office of International St udies and Programs. Dr.
JoAnn McCarth y, director o f that
o ffice, says that gaining maturity
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from overcoming difficulties is one
o f the greatest benefits for ISU students who study in foreign lands.
"Every student who goes overseas to study is challenged every
day," McCarthy says. "It may be
t he struggle to communicate. It may
be the struggle to just get where you
want to go.
"It is a daily challenge to survive and to grow and to learn,"
McCarthy says. "And while sometimes that can be exhilarating, at
other times it can be very uncomforta ble. Those are really growing
experiences those students have, and
when they come back they say, 'I've
been through so much this past
semester that I can cope with anything.' "
Of course, McCarthy adds,
there is much more to the program
than survival. The experience o f
studying history and literature
where they happened, of seeing art
treasures in their natural settings, of
witnessing international developments as they unfold - these are
some of the attractions.
The experience of interacting
with peoples of the world is so
important that ISU President Lloyd
Watkins has assigned great priority
to "internationalizing" the ISU curriculum. " It is m y hope," he says,
"that by t he beginning of the 21st
century every ISU student will have
an opportunity to spend some time
studying in another land."
ISU has operated an International Studies program since 1967.
Students may spend a semester o r
an entire academic year at campuses
in Europe and Japan, o r may participate in summer programs at several
other institutions.
Academic year programs are
offered in Salzburg, Austria;
Lo ndon and Brighton, England;
G renoble, Fran ce; Florence, Italy;
Nagoya, Japan; Stirling, Scotland;
and Alicante and Seville, Spain.

Some of the programs involve
student-for-student exchanges, and
are therefore especially economical.
These agreements are with universities in Germany, France, Japan and
the People's Republic of China.
Two special programs in Angers,
France, are designed to accommodate students interested in business
and in agriculture.
In addition, various academic
departments schedule programs
abroad each summer. A mong recent
offerings were those for politics,
culture and language in the Soviet
Union; for language and culture in
France, Germany and Spain; for art
in the Netherlands, Belgium, France
and England; for music in W este rn
Europe; for literature and theater in
England; and for marine biology and
criminal justice in the Caribbean.
ISU freshmen and sophomores
also may participate in a London
p rogram through the Illinois Consortium for International Studies, a
low-cost study abroad program
d eveloped by Illino is State to assist
the state's community colleges.
The programs are surprisingly
inexpensive. The cost of semester
programs ranges from several
hundred dollars up to $3,000 more
than a comparable semester at ISU.
With a special reduced tuition for
overseas students and the availability of financial aid, a study abroad
program is within the reach of most
ISU students.
" W e have some of the lowest
cost programs in the country at
ISU," M cCarthy says. " The cost for
o ne semester o ut of four years is a
minimal investment for an enormous payoff. Once a parent is convinced of that and amortizes that
investment over eight semesters, the
cost of study abroad is a real bargain."
She says that parents are often
th e biggest supporters of study
abroad because they see the long-

Margareta O'Connell,
coordinator of Study Abroad
Programs, describes programs
to ISU graduate student Mark
Watson of Hales Corner, Wis.

"This past semester was the
most rewarding time of my life. I
made new friends and experienced
many different things that I'll never
forget."

"It was a great experience. It's
just one of those things that you can
never understand unless you live it
yourself.,-,

ISU students studying in
Angers, France, take time to
sightsee.

range value to the students.
ISU students often are accompanied overseas by an ISU faculty
member, who helps them with
orientation and secs that they are
settled. They arc assisted for the
remainder of their stay by a faculty
director, either from the host institution or from ISU.
Once they are there, the learning experience is unexcclled. "Art
students go to Florence," O'Connell
says, "and they can actually see
those statues and paintings with
their own eyes instead of sitting in a
big hall here looking at slides."
"The slides don't do it,"
McCarthy says. "The textbooks
don't tell the whole story. There is
just nothing that substitutes for the
real thing.
"We see students who go over
who have been just plodding
through courses suddenly just ignite
over certain aspects of the curriculum that become so real and so rele-

vant to them because it suddenly
makes sense."
And so, to capture the reality,
hundreds of ISU students travel
overseas each year. Most of them
are sophomores or juniors. All of
them are good students, achieving a
cumulative grade point average of
2.5 or better on a 4-point scale.
O'Connell recalls a group of
ISU students who arrived at
Brighton last January. They
expressed concern about how they
were going to cope with the new
culture.
"The third day they were there,
they were sitting around a kitchen
table with a map of Europe in front
of them," O'Connell said. "They
were planning trips to Italy, to
Greece, and to Spain and all over alone, on their own, on the third
day.
"That just shows that once
they're there, they are not afraid."

explainbriefly what this
"
= -trip meant
to me would be impossible
ThiF was my first trip abroad
and everythingwent unbelievably
well. I cannot think of many times
when
I was less than thrilled
to be
where I was. I saw more in one
country than mostcan hope to see
in a
lifetime. I feel
understanding
= understanding
of Sovietculture, people and
lifestyles has increased dramatically.
The insights
that are now mine for a
lifetime ar.e invaluable."

my

.. "This experience was worth
every _p.enny of my government loan
that I spent on it. Travel is so
important in growing up because it
opens your eye.s to things_you could
only read about."
"I learned so much just from
being in that environment' that I
could never learn from books or
from listening to others tell about
their experiences there."
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By Barbara Tipsord Todd
Assistant Director, Alumni and Parent Services

Al Alums'careers . . .
touching all corners of the globe

T

he borders of the alumni
population of Illinois State
University reach not only
from sea to sea, but also from
A to Z-Argentina to Zimbabwe,
that is.
Over 70 countries across the
world, representing every continent
except Antarctica, can be found
when looking through a listing of
the nearly 90,000 alumni. Although
a large percentage are individuals
living in their native countries after
coming to the United States to
study, Americans who have chosen
to live abroad for military or o ther
employment reasons or who have
married foreigners and returned to
their spouses' countries also are
included in the list.
The records indicate nearly 450
graduates with a foreign address.
These numbers do not take into
consideration the many hundreds of
foreign students who have come to
ISU for a semester or year to study
on an exchange program with their
universities or the alumni living
abroad with no current address
listed in the records system.
Even though the international
business curriculum and international studies programs are fairly
recent additions to campus (international business was first offered as a
major in 1985 and the international
studies o ffice opened in 1970) the
numbers of ISU graduates involved
in international careers are overwhelming. From internatio nal trade
to diplomacy to public service, ISU
is represented among international
careers both in the United States
and abroad.
The diversity of these careers
stretch nearly as far as the globe
itself. Teaching and educational
administratio n opportunities at
American military base schoo ls and
at foreign institutions account for a
large percentage.
International d iplomacy has
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been the major interest of several
other alumni, including many who
have spent time overseas as missionaries o r working for the Peace
Corps. Dr. Charles Martin '58, MA
'62 served as a White House Fellow
for International Relations in
1977-78 and then was appointed by
President Carter to serve as director
of the Peace Corps in Liberia, West
Africa. He served in that capacity
until 1982.
Local, state and federal
government agencies have provided
international careers for alumni.
Ironing o ut the details for a Japanese
auto maker to bring a p lant into the
United States has sent Illinois
Department of Commerce and
Community Affairs (DCCA)
employees overseas.
Two of those from DCCA
involved in bringing Diamond-Star
to Normal were Michael Woeffler
'73, MS '74 and Dan Rutherford
'78. When the announcement was
made in 1985, Woeffler was director of DCCA and Rutherford was
its director of International Business.
Both had an opportunity to see
the world and experience international relations first hand.
Woeffler's job as director was
to encourage foreign companies to
invest in Illinois. He now is
director of the Oklahoma City
(Okla.) Chamber of Commerce.
Rutherford's involvement has led
him into the presidency of his own
international business consulting
company and to mo re than 30
foreign countries on every continent
except Antarctica.
International business opportunities have been opened for
literally hundreds of other
graduates, including positions as
owner of an agriculture exporter
business, senior buyer for Ben
Franklin Stores, vice president of
the Bank o f America in Ho ng Kong,

sales administrator for the IBM
World Trade Corporation in Hong
Kong, marketing manager for Wilson Sporting Goods in Tokyo, marketing executive for American
Express International in Hong Kong
and other positions in banking,
finance, investment, catering, clothing and others too numerous to
mention .
Military careers take ISU graduates and their families across the
seas. Assignments have included
West Germany, Japan, Western
Pacific, Indian Ocean, Portugal and
South Korea.
Pursuing advanced educations
overseas is another option graduates
may select, American students from
international business, fo reign languages, economics and political
science programs are among those
who frequently feel their most
appropriate career moves are to
continue their educations abroad.
Three graduates since 1985
have been honored with prestigious
Fulbright Scholarships, giving them
the opportunity to continue their
educational pursuits abroad. Cheryl
Huenink '85, Hales Corner, Wis.;
Kimberley Davies '86, Shaker
Heights, Ohio; and Marsha Ginson
'87, Deerfield, Ill., all chose to do
their work in Germany.
The only American theatrical
production invited to the Festival of
Perth and Sydney in Australia last
January was C hicago's Steppenwolf
Theatre Company, the product of
several ISU theater grads from the
mid 1970s. Seven alumni were
included in the cast that performed
"Lydie Breese" there.
Several Redbird alumni have
initiated international careers in
professional sports. Among them,
for example, are Joe Galvin, a 1980
graduate who p layed basketball in
Spain, and Marla Maupin, a basketball stand-out who played in Sweden
after her graduation in 1985.

Marsha Ginson '87
Deerfield, Ill.
Fulbright Scholarship recipient cu rrently
studying the stock market in German y
"Our world is becoming smaller. My experiences
in Walker Hall [International House J forced me
to look at the United States from a d ifferent
perspective. It is very important that we
understand the political, cultural and ethnic
differences in the world so that we can better
communicate with each other."

Why do you feel an
international curriculum is so
important at institutions such as
Illinois State University?

Dr. Jo Ann (Switzer) McCarthy '69, MA '70
Normal, Ill.
Directo r of International Studies and
Programs at ISU and one of the first ISU
student to study abroad
"I find it exciting to meet people from different
cultures. I had the opportunity to travel to
China and came face to face with one-quarter
of the world's population. It affected me at my
roots to see how the vast majority of the
world's population lives. We need more people
who are committed to doing what we can to
make the world a better place graduating from
our universities. If we (higher education] are
not training our future leaders, who is?"

Dr. Donald McHenry
W ashin gton, D.C.
United Sta tes Ambassador to the United
N a tions, 1979- 198 1
"It is important for all American institutions to
pay mo re attention to international affairs. We
live in an increasingly interdependent world. No
longer do we live in an isolated society; no
longer can we expect to be isolated. It is difficult
to understand our world without having had
some exposure of the world around us."

Perhaps the most well-known
alum with an international career
path is Dr. Donald McHenry,
former U n ited States ambassador to
the U nited Nations. McHenry, a
1957 social sciences graduate, was
appointed by President Carter to the
post in September of 1979 and
served until January 1981.
In his response upon receiving
an honorary doctor of laws degree
during the commencement ceremony at his Alma Mater in 1980 he
said, "It was here [ISU] ... that I
became aware of the great issues
that face us as a nation among
nations.
"I remember the small number
of foreign students," Mc Henry says
of his days at ISNU. He probably
knew all 12 or so foreign studen ts
who were his peers, including the
first African students on campus
from Liberia and another handful
from Southeast Asia and Germany.
His roommate was one of the German students.

"Although I was always interested in internatio nal relations,"
comments McHenry, "My campus
exposure came through debating
international topics." Every other
year the debate team's topic was on
international affairs.
McHenry, who is a research
professor of diplomacy at Georgetown University in Washington,
D.C., also serves on the board of
directors of several corporations
including Coca Cola and AT&T. He
also is a trustee for the Ford Foundation and does consulting work for
International Paper Co. His travel
for these ventures has taken him
places such as England, Israel,
Soviet Union, Italy, and Japan.
For every !SU graduate
involved in an international career ,
there is probably another willing to
launch one.

"The initial careers are not
overseas," says Parker Lawlis '57,
director of ISU's Placement Service.
"The job market does not call for
overseas placements right away."
Lawlis stressed that new graduates should understand the limitations associated with the major,
including being willing to spend
time in the United States and working up to the position abroad. Few
graduates of the international business program have secured entry
level positions that allow them the
opportunity to work directly with
international contacts.
The internatio nal careers o f
!SU graduates will, however, continue to diversify and expand as the
number of international business
majors continue to grow. Since the
creation of the major, nearly 40
students have been granted degrees.
"There has been a significant
increase in the number of graduates," says Dr. Roger Potter,
program coordinato r for international business. And, there are
over three times as many currently
enrolled in the pre-international
b usiness major as there are graduates from the program.
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By Dr. Lloyd Watkins
President, Illinois State University

M

y first personal encounter
with ISU's International
Studies programming
occurred on a cool and damp Paris
morning several years ago. My wife
Mary and I had just begun a twoweek trip during which we were to
sign a student exchange agreement
with an agriculture college in
Angers, France, and then visit a college in England with which we
already had such an agreement.
First, however, we were to spend a
few days with an ISU group studying history under the direction of
Professor Carl Ekberg of our History Department.
Dr. Ekberg is exceptional! y well
suited for this type of teaching
assignment. First, he is a warm,
interesting, innovative person;
second, he speaks French exceptionally well; third, his cousin, a lovely
lady, is married to a Parisian banker
and she graciously allowed the
group to use the living room of their
apartment as a classroom.
By the time we arrived, Carl
had the class in a fascinating routine; each morning, the group went
over the assignment of the previous
day; then, after a typical French luncheon, the class and Dr. Ekberg ventured into the city in order to see
first-hand the sites of the events
they were studying.
I quickly learned that it is one
thing to read about the enthusiastic
use of the guillotine, but it adds a
very different perspective if you
retrace the route which the unfortunate prisoners traveled to meet their
date with death.
History is one of my undergraduate majors, and as a professor I
did some research concerning the
oratory of the French Revolution;
how I wish I had been fortunate
enough to experience a summer
such as the one enjoyed by those
ISU students!
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The President and First Lady, Dr. and Mrs. Lloyd Watkins, look
at some of the many remembrances from their travels abroad which
can be found in their home, including objects from Thailand, Japan,
China and Taiwan. Mrs. Watkins is wearing a dress made from Chinese silk purchased in Hong Kong.

The interaction between Dr. Ekberg
and his class was the most exciting
teaching-learning experience I have
ever witnessed.
Before that first trip was over,
we learned more about "study
abroad" opportunities in France and
England. We experienced the cultural richness of England, from the
charm of seaside Brighton to the
vast intellectual treasures of London
and the timeless heritage of Oxford.
In subsequent trips Mary and I
visited Nanzan University in
Nagoya, Japan, where our students
were learning the culture of that
modern and powerful nation and
where, within a year, they were able
to develop an elemental language
proficiency in Japanese.
We experienced the warmth
and the beauty of exotic Thailand
when we were there to sign an
exchange agreement with Srinakharinwirot University in Bangkok. We
have enjoyed wonderful evenings
with our former students who live
in Hong Kong and in Taipei.
Most recently, we journeyed to

Dalian, C hina, to formalize an
exchange agreement with Liaoning
Normal University. During that trip
we visited the great city of Beijing
where we were the guests of our
friends in the Bureau of Foreign
Publications, an agency which sends
staff members to ISU for periods of
study of up to two years' duration.
We were impressed with the cultural
richness of this ancient nation and
with its efforts to satisfy the needs
o f its people, who comprise a quarter of the world's population.
These experiences impressed
upon me the necessity for a global
approach to education. I wish every
student at ISU could have an international experience; it is extremely
enriching.
International exchange students
live in the culture of another nation,
and have an ideal opportunity to
learn another language. As insight is
gained into the conditions which
impact that nation, students develop
a deeper appreciation for the beliefs
and actions of its people. A period
of study abroad is an excellent anti-

dote for unfounded stereotyping.
An international experience
verifies that people the world over
have similar aspirations. Regardless
of location, ethnic origin, or form of
government, people everywhere
desire freedom from fear, opportunities to improve themselves, and
a good life for their children.
Friendly, decent, and compassionate
people exist throughout the world.
It also is instructive to learn
others' perceptions of us.
"Foreigners" who are visiting the
United States are understandably
reluctant to criticize the nation in
which they are guests. But, on their
own turf, their perceptions are
freely expressed; for example, their
newspapers give clear insight into
how they view the United States
and other nations. While our
national initiatives may be quite
clear to use, they frequently are puzzling to our friends in other nations.
A period of time in another
country will emphasize to most
people the interdependence of the
nations of the world. An occurrence
in some "remote" corner of the
globe can affect people everywhere.
We are not an "island unto itself."
Perhaps the oil crisis of 197 4 ill ustrated this graphically enough to
make us all a bit more internationally minded.
The respect which people in
other nations have for education
should be emulated by Americans.
Some of my friends in Thailand, for
instance, willingly undergo separation from their families for up to
three years in order to come to Illinois State University to earn an
advanced degree. United States citizens often regard their abundant
educational opportunities with a
nonchalance which borders on
indifference, failing to appreciate
that a well-educated citizenry is a
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natio n's most valuable asset.
I believe, then, that a period of
study in another nation can be an
educational experience of unparraled value. A student learns about
customs, languages, economics and
geography. More important,
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however, are lessons about people,
about understanding, about tolerance. My personal experiences have
reinforced my belief that "internationalizing our curriculum" is one of
the most important thrusts in the
history of ISU.
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By Barbara Tipsord Todd
Assistant Director, Alumni and Parent Services

Students bring world
to Illinois State
oreign student enrollment at
Illinois State University has
come a long way since 1955,
when only 12 foreign students were
on campus.
"Students from abroad, however, had studied at ISU and lived
with host families in the community
prior to 1955," said Betty Plummer,
coordinator of foreign student and
scholar services.
By 1966 that 12 had grown to
34 students; the following year the
number doubled. Today, Plummer's
office, a division of the Office of
International Studies and Programs,
provides services to more than 325
students each year.
In addition to these students
who are nonresidents of the U.S.,
there are another nearly 200 resident students who have a foreign
country as their birthplace. Combined, these two groups represent
72 countries from all corners of the
world.
"I deal with about 80 to 100
new students every fall," said
Plummer. The English as a Second
Language Institute will increase
those numbers in the years ahead.
Not all of those foreign students who attend ISU graduate from
the institution. Many of the foreign
students at ISU are on an exchange
program from universities in their
home countries.
The University currently has
exchange programs with institutions
in several countries which allow ISU
students and faculty to study abroad
and their students to come to the
United States. These exchange programs last spring brought 55 students from Japan, France, Germany,
Thailand and China to campus for
one or both semesters. At the e nd
of that time, they returned home to
finish their degrees. The Japanese
students are here primarily to study
English, while the other students
take courses in a particular depart-

F
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Many students
want the
heartland
of America
kind of
experience.

.
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ment or concentrate on a liberal arts
background.
The remaining foreign students
Plummer works with are from all
corners of the world and have Fl
student visas. "This visa allows
them to stay until they finish their
degrees," Plummer said. Certain restrictions apply, including carrying a
full load of coursework each semester. "They have five years to complete an undergraduate program and
up to eight years to add an advanced
degree." Extensions must be sought
if additional time is needed.
One can 't help but wonder how
individuals from places such as
Ethiopia, Iran, India, Philippines
and Sri Lanka wind up in the
Midwest. According to Bill
Cummins, assistant to the director
of admissions and records and
coordinator of foreign student
recruitment, that very factor attracts
some to ISU.
"Many students want the heartland of America kind of experience," said Cummins. "They don't
want a big city atmosphere." In
central Illinois, students can experience rural America, yet be close
enough to C hicago to be able to
take advantage of all the city has to
offer.
But there are other reasons why

foreign students choose ISU for
their American education. "Our
quality and accredited programs
attract many students," Cummins
said. "The M BA program is a big
draw right now."
About 60 percent of the
foreign students enrolled in degree
programs on campus are undergraduate students. A large number of the
remaining 40 percent in graduate
programs are MBA candidates.
"The sciences also are very
attractive," said Dr. Wilbur
Venerable, director of admissions
and records. Education and the fine
arts - theater, art and music - also
are popular fields of study.
In addition to offering study
within a particular discipline, the
overall University community helps
increase foreign student enrollment,
including the efforts taken to
internationalize the curriculum.
' 'I think ISU is one of the few
state schools its size with an international fla vor," said Venerable.
" The international program is varied here; it touches a lot of different
p rograms."
C ummins' job involves getting
the word about ISU to students

Students from
all comers of the globe
attendlSU through various
exchange programs. This map
represents the home countries of
all non U.S. citizens attending ISU
in the fall 1987 semester.

around the globe. To do this he
depends on foreign embassies, educational services of the armed services and government offices abroad.
Literature about the University is
sent to these representatives, asking
for their assistance in recruiting students for ISU. A video tape about
the University and the services it
offers foreign students is being developed for use at international college
fairs.
A brochure specifically to
encourage enrollment is mailed to
all foreign students who take the
PSAT (a college entrance exam)
each year. "These people are planning on an education in the U.S.,"
said Cummins. Last year they numbered over 1,600 representing 70
different countries.
Cummins is assisted by a
graduate student from India. Anil
Shah received his undergraduate

degree in 1986 and currently is an
MBA student. "Anil has been a real
help to me," Cummins said. "He
has an insight into all the situations
that are unfamiliar to me."
No matter how successful these
efforts might be, nothing is quite as
successful as word of mouth in
encouraging students to leave their
home environment for an education
in the unknown. Students who have
been to ISU and returned home
frequently convince friends and
relatives to attend.
"We meet with o ur foreign
students on campus," said
Venerable. "Once they return home
they provide a good method of
recruitment."
Parents of students and alumni
also help spread the word. "They
become the experts o n ISU in their
local areas," Venerable said.
Second generation ISU stu-

dents also are beginning to appear.
Parent/child student teams have
come from Nigeria, Sweden, Egypt
and China. These parents obviously
had positive experiences at Illinois
State to have sent their children to
follow in their footsteps. Nicole
Taylor, a mass communications
major from Trinidad and one of the
students pictured on the cover, and
her father, Ewart Taylor, both were
ISU students in 1986-87.
"We're excited about the
exchange students who return for
graduate degrees," said Plummer.
These students spent a short period
of time here through their universities at home and thought enough to
return on their own for advanced
degrees.
Foreign student recruitment
efforts also are done by faculty
members who are studying,
traveling and doing research abroad.
Although there are many faculty
who have assisted the Admissions
Office in this mission, the most
visible of these is Dr. Joseph Tsang,
a chemistry professor who began a
two-year leave of absence from ISU
in July to head the newly established
department of Applied Biology and
Chemical Technology at Hong Kong
Polytechnic. While in Hong Kong,
he also will serve as ISU's admissions representative and will tell
college-bound students about the
academic opportunities at Illinois
State. This volunteer role is not a
new one for Tsang; he represented
ISU at the American Universities
Fair in Hong Kong while on
sabbatical leave there in 1983.
The advantages of having these
students on campus are well worth
the time and energies spent to get
them here and serve their individual
needs while they are here. American
students who are unable to travel
abroad appreciate the opportunity
to live and study with students
representing a variety of cultural,
political, religious and ethnic backgrounds.
"These students," Venerable
said, "have a very positive influence
on our domestic students as well
as on the Bloomington/Normal
community."
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By Bill Adams
Director of Publicatio ns

((Oh, East is East, and West is West,
and never the twain shall meet . . . ''
-Rudyard Kipling

R

udyard Kipling was wrong.
East and West have met, as
have all segments of the
world, because the traditional barriers of time and distance have been
shattered by modern technology.
Cultural and business
exchanges across geographical and
governmental boundaries have
become commonplace, and continue
to expand at a rapid rate.
While instant communications
and rapid transportation have
brought the nations of the world
into close contact, the need for
mutual understanding of the cultures and business practices of other
people has become imperative.
Illinois State University has
been a pioneer in recognizing and
meeting the changing educational
needs resulting from the concept of
the world community. Other articles in this publication report on
study opportunities abroad, on student and faculty exchanges, on foreign students at !SU, and on the
University's involvement with businesses in the international market on a variety of ways students and
faculty are indeed involved in the
expanding world community.
The International Business
major at ISU is one outstanding
example of the extent of the University's commitment to modern educational needs through expanding
curriculum.
An interdisciplinary program,
International Business draws on the
expertise of several departments in
the University to provide students
with a thorough understanding of
another nation and culture. Dr.
Roger Potter, professor of finance
and assistant to the dean of the
College of Business, is coordinator
of the program. As such , he works
closely with chairpersons of d epart-
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Should
education be
for a job
or for
a better
educated
individual?

''

ments offering courses used in the
major.
These departments include several in the College of Business, as
well as Foreign Languages, History, and Political Science.
Dr. Carson Varner, professor
of finance and law and active in the
International Studies major, pinpoints ISU's philosophy by noting
that about 80 universities in the
United States offer degrees in International Business, but less than half
of those programs require any
foreign languages.
Varner describes that statistic
as "incredible."
"People selling to us [from foreign countries] speak English," he
points out. "But people we hope
will be buying from us don't speak
English."
He reported that a survey by
students in France showed persons
speaking only English while seeking
interviews with French businesses
were successful only five percent of
the time. Persons speaking French
were granted interviews in nearly
every attempt.
In addition to knowing the Ian-

guage of future business contacts, it
also is important to know the culture, history and geography of the
country.
Such concentration requires
that the student choose one nation
to study. "The student can't be
expected to learn the whole world,"
Varner says, "but !SU offers the
opportunity to study any country."
Programs are especially strong in
Germany, France, and Japan.
Varner says the program sometimes has been criticized as "a liberal
arts program in disguise." He considers that a compliment. "Should
education be for a job or for a
better educated individual?" is the
question frequently heard.
But, Varner sees no conflict.
"Across-the-board studies not only
educate a person, but the person can
get a job and do something about
the $130 billion trade deficit," he
said.
The growing demand for International Studies has led to the
development of new courses.
About 10 years ago, for example, ISU's offering in International
Business Law was among the first in
the country: The theory is that
while the most important requirement for international business is
knowing the people, their culture
and history, the second most important is knowing the law.
Varner noted as an example
that comparative advertising is forbidden in Germany. A German
appliance company moving into
Great Britain and the United States
markets has developed the slogan,
"Anything else is a compromise."
They can do that here, but not at
home, according to Varner. Another example is that Germany and
many other countries forbid direct
advertising to children. "It doesn't

Carson Varner's office in Williams
Hall includes reminden of his contact
with international business majon ranging
from post cards from all across the world
to the large maps that dominate the walls.
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help if you have a clown named
Ronald [McDonald] if you do business in Germany," he said.
"People tend to assume everything is the same as here. Education
in business law gives the student a
sensitivity to law, to know how to
ask the right questions, and have the
ability to guide lawyers."
The importance of language
courses at ISU is demonstrated by
the fact that Japanese and Chinese
were added last year and Arabic will
be included next year in the Foreign
Language Department.
This fall, an intensive study of
Japanese is being introduced, whereby the students will take four semesters of Japanese in one year and then
will study in Japan.
Dr. William Semlak, recently
acting chairperson of Foreign Languages, said there has been a growth
and resurgence of interest in foreign
languages. "It is more likely that
students will have taken a foreign
language in high school, and many
will continue into college."
He noted that foreign language
is a great advantage for a person
looking for a job, even in the United States. For example, Semlak said
the ability to speak Spanish is a
great advantage in seeking employment in several sections of the U.S.,
such as the Far West, the South-

~ .-- .~~

west, and Florida, because of the
growing Spanish-speaking population. In addition, more and more
domestic companies are doing business overseas and need people with
language skills.
The importance of language
ability to the International Business
student is apparent in ISU programs
in Angers, France, and in Paderborn, Germany.
"These are not whirlwind
tours," Varner says. The schools are
located in areas similar in size to
Central Illinois. They are in regular
towns, not near tourist attractions,
and ISU students attend regular
university classes.
"Our students get to know
their contemporaries," Varner said.
"They live and socialize with people
they will be working with and competing with in the future. They
come out experts in people as much
as in business."
The International Studies program at ISU is under review constantly. The University Advisory
Council on International Studies,
appointed by Provost David Strand,
and its subcommittee involves 50
faculty members in the on-going
process. The committee is chaired
by Dr. JoAnn McCarthy, director of
International Studies and Programs.
And international curriculum is

not confined to liberal arts and business studies.
Dean Charles Bolen of the College of Fine Arts said his college last
year added a course on arts of Russia
and next year will include similar
studies of the arts of China and
Japan. A non-Western music course
is planned, and both the Theater
and Art Departments are scheduling
non-Western film and art exhibits,
while more international guests are
invited to the college.
The College of Applied Science
and Technology offers study opportunities for credit in several of its
departments. Home economics students may study fashion merchandising and design, foods and nutrition,
and European interior design in
London, Paris and Amsterdam during a study tour over the holiday
break. Industrial technology students can take the same tour and
study industrial design and
technology.
"Criminal Justice Science students have an opportunity to study
in Puerto Rico each spring," said
Dr. Elizabeth Chapman, dean of the
college, "and the Agriculture
Department has an exchange program in France which was begun
several years ago."
In a world where telephone
communications are instant and
where airliners carry travelers
throughout the world rapidly, ISU
students are given the opportunity
to prepare for the ever-changing
business and cultural world.
The ISU curriculum is constantly updated so that graduates
can meet the first requirement of
business as proclaimed in Meredith
Willson's "The Music Man"-"You
gotta know the territory."
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By Roger Cushman
Director. !SU News and Publications Service

Far East comes to the Corn Belt
ISU instrumental in Diamond~Star location

A

mile and a half west of Illinois State U niversity, an
immense white structure
encloses nearly 40 acres of floor
space under o ne roof.
This vast building is the home
of Diamond-Star Motors-a new
joint venture of two of the world's
industrial giants, Mitsubishi Motors
of Japan and Chrysler Corporation
o f the United States.
Suddenly, the Far East has
come to the Corn Belt. More than
ever before, McLean County is a
significant part of that global commun ity that !SU President Lloyd
Watkins has been describing for
many years in his efforts to internatio nalize the ISU curriculum.
It is generally acknowledged
that !SU played an important role in
Illinois winning the competition
with several o ther states to acquire
the major car manufacturing factory
with its 3,000 jobs.
Richard Godfrey, president of
the ISU Foundation and director of
institutional advancement, as mayor
of Normal, made the proposal to
the Mitsubishi Corporation to
locate in Normal in the area where

the plant now is under construction.
Godfrey also proposed that the cities of Normal and Bloomington
enter into a unique joint sharing of
the plant's benefits and governmental costs. During those negotiations,
in which Godfrey had a direct role,
Chrysler became a partner with Mitsubishi in the Diamond-Star
corporation.
The University was counted on
to provide strong educational programs for Diamond-Star employees
and their dependents.
The person entrusted with seeing that those programs are delivered is Dr. Edward Anderson, associate provost of the University.
President Lloyd Watkins appointed
him chairman of the task force that
serves as the primary link between
ISU and Diamond-Star. In this
capacity, Anderson coordinates all
communication between the two

largest enterprises in Normal.
"The working relationship I've
had with both Chrysler and Mitsubishi personnel has been very pleasing and professionally rewarding,"
Anderson says.
Illinois State's involvement
with Diamond-Star began early. The
University worked closely with the
Department o f Commerce and Community Affairs (DCCA) in proposing educational programs to be
included in Governor Thompson's
incentive package.
Those efforts proved successful
with the announcement in October
of 1985 that Diamond-Star was
coming to Normal.
ISU moved quickly into its leadership role for providing educational services for Diamond-Star and for
the general public. The following
chronology lists some of the major
activities:
Associate Provost Edward Anderson (center) confers with DiamondStar officials Wako Takayasu (left),
executive assistant to the president,
and Yoichi Nakane, president and
chief executive officer of DSM.

Children of Japanese employees of
Diamond-Star attend a Saturday School
on ISU's campus in order to remain on
track with the educational system in
their homeland.

plant, visible in the
background, is located a
mile and a half west of
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October l 985
The College of Continuing Education and Public Service offered
four non-credit courses to Central
Illinois citizens on Japanese language, customs and cultures, history, and traditions.
November 1985
U niversity representatives met
with DCCA personnel to identify
the University's role with DiamondStar Motors (DSM).
February 1986
ISU was host for the first meeting of officials from DSM and
DCCA to discuss the education and
training for Diamond-Star employees and dependents.
March 1986
ISU was host for a meeting
which brought representatives from
DSM, DCCA and providers of education throughout the State of Illinois to d iscuss education and training in the auto assembly industry.
Summer 1986
Through a grant from the Japan
Foundation, ISU offered a series of
10 public lectures. Another series of
public lectures on Japanese business
and society was offered this summer
by the College of Arts & Sciences
and the College of Business.
October 1986
The College of Education
opened a Japanese Saturday School,
staffed and administered by native
Japanese, to provide education for
dependents of DSM personnel.
December 1986
The Illinois Board of H igh er
Education awarded funds for ISU
and Illinois Wesleyan University to
establish a Japanese language transition program in the local public
schools.
Jan uary 1987
ISU delivered a three-week orientation program to prepare the

More
than ever
before,
ISU is
McLean County's
window
to the worId.

''

first 29 DSM employees for train ing
in Japan.
June I 987
ISU began offering an English
language services program for DSM
dependents and spouses.
Fall 1987
A tutorial service is being
planned to assist Japanese youngsters, who study in the public
schools during the week in add ition
to pursuing their Japa nese curriculum o n Saturdays.
Anderson expects a continued
growth. The Japanese Saturday
School enrolled 22 students last
spring, but is expected to more than
double that number dur ing the coming year. "We may have as many as
70 students in that school," Anderson says.
He anticipates that the school
will attract youngsters from o ther
Central Illinois communities.
Ottawa and Rantoul, for exa mple,
have Japanese-affiliated companies
that will supply parts for the

Diamond-Star p lant.
ISU has expanded its facilities
for language instruction by remodeling the building that once housed
the Hudelson Agric ulture Museum.
The English as a Second Language
Institute is used primarily for
instructing foreign students attending ISU, but will be available evenings and weekends for-other groups
-such as Diamond-Star employees
or dependents.
Anderson expects D iamondStar families to establish close ties
with ISU. He says they will support
cultural activities and athletic events
with enthusiasm, and many wi ll
enter academic programs to pursue
degrees.
"The Japanese are supportive
of the concept of life-long learning,"
Anderson says. "It's my guess that
educational opportunity is going to
be encouraged from the DSM management, and we are in an excellent
position with the Adult Reentry
program to respond to their needs."
Because of DSM, Illinois State
now offers an intensive Japanese
language program for its regular
students. Anderson also perceives a
sharply increased interest in other
language study as well. Faculty
opportunities for travel, especially
to Japan, have broadened. The University has enriched its public service events. More than ever before,
!SU is McLean County's wi ndow to
the world.
The Japanese impact on !SU
and the community will be profound, but quietly so. M itsubishi
officials want to blend into the
community, not transform it.
"It is not their desire to disturb
the lifestyle in BloomingtonNormal," Anderson says. "The Japanese people have been very sensitive
to that issue as this plant unfolds."
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By Carol Morris
Director, Alumni and Parent Services

Dream home becomes
community cultural center

I

t was 1924 and Bloomington
residents Davis and Hazle
{Buck) Ewing were traveling the
world. On this year-long excursion,
they would meet the people of the
world's countries.
Today, it is only fitting that
their former residence serves as the
Cultural Center for the community
and houses a museum of nations.
Mrs. Ewing's bequest of the property to the ISU Foundation made it
possible for the University to begin
to refine and expand its international education programs.
"During all those weeks and
months," Mrs. Ewing said in a message she delivered several years later
at Principia College in Elsah, Ill.,
"we found only the greatest friendliness everywhere. They [ the people
she met] convinced me that most
people-nearly all human beings, as
people-were friendly.
"We found such cordial welcome everywhere that I came home
wishing that every human being the
world around could take such a trip
... for if they could take the same
kind of trip we had taken, there
would be no more war. We discovered that what every thinking person longed for was to be able to live
a life of peace and security for himself and his family."
The Ewings also used the trip
to gather artists renderings of buildings demonstrating various styles of
architecture and to purchase picture
post cards of every imaginable type
of building. They drew their own
pictures of doorways, turrets, windows and gateways.
These two discoveries-the
desire for peace worldwide and
European architecture-made during their journey were modeled into
two major plans upon their return
to Bloomington. Designing a program that would educate students
about the people of the world and
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building a home, a castle-like structure, that would reflect their favorite architectural styles from Europe,
became projects of Mrs. Ewing's
that would pioneer internationalization in central Illinois.
In the 1930s the dream for educational experiences became a reality
when the School of Nations at Principia College was founded in an
effort to help students see beyond
provincial and national barriers and
understand, respect and appreciate
the contributions of all civilizations.
The School of Nations offered students the opportunity to study
abroad, participate in exchange programs and hear visiting lecturers.
However, the University and
Bloomington-Normal communities
were most affected when the second
plan was completed. Ewing Manor,
originally known as Sunset Hill, was
completed in 1929 and has stood as
a Bloomington-Normal landmark
since. The Channel-Norman home,
designed by Bloomington architect
Phil Hooten, served as Mrs. Ewing's
residence until her death in 1969.
Mrs. Ewing, who was well
known for her community service
and lifetime efforts on behalf of
international understanding and
world peace, was active in the early
League of Nations and the establishment of the United Nations.
Situated at the corner of Emerson Street and Towanda Avenue in
Bloomington stands Mrs. Ewing's
dream and home. The property
remains under the ownership and
management of the ISU Foundation
and has become the site for many a
cultural event and museum exhibit.
Today, the living quarters of this
spacious mansion are used for various business meetings, conferences
and University and special events.
Because of its unique design and
elegant setting, the Manor is often
chosen by the University's Office of

International Studies and Programs
as the site for events honoring foreign visitors.
Other international groups
which frequently use the facility are
the Scottish American Society, the
Bloomington-Normal Sister City
Committee and the AmericanSoviet Sister City Committee. In
addition to the extended use by ISU
offices, Illinois Wesleyan University
also hosts many events and meetings
there. The McLean County Art
Association, Twin City Ballet and
numerous corporations and companies throughout the area take
advantage of the less traditional conference facility.
Housed in the former carriage
and stable area is the University's
Ewing Museum of Nations. A unique
gallery site since 1969, the University's collection of pre-Columbian,
African and Oceanic Art and the
International Collection of Children's Art stand as permanent
reminders of Mrs. Ewing's dedication to world peace. Special collections of traditional and ethnic arts
from other museums around the
country as well as private collections
are continually shown as part of an
on-going effort to complement the
Museum's permanent collections.
The International Collection of
Child Art is a unique collection
initiated by Dr. F. Louis Hoover,
distinguished professor of art emeritus at ISU, who presented a core collection of 3,000 cataloged paintings
as a gift when the Cultural Center
and museum first opened. By 1975,
this collection had grown to nearly
10,000 items from the United States
and 30 foreign countries.
The collection is used by both
faculty and students on campus to
study the visual expressions of
children through a variety of disciplines. Researchers from psychology, sociology, art education and
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; collection located in the
I Ewing Museum of Narions.

Ewing Manor, a gift to the !SU Foundation from Hazle (Buck) Ewing, currently
houses the University's Museum of Nations
and hosts hundreds of community and university events each year.
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The Illinois Shakespeare Festival cele brated its 10th anniversary this past summer, all on the
grounds of Ewing Manor.

anthropology find the cross-indexed
descriptors of the artwork beneficial.
Nestled into the grounds of
Ewing Manor is a Japanese Garden
designed and planted by the Bloomington-Normal Sister City Committee and representatives from the
community's sister city, Asahikawa,
Japan. The original garden was
installed in 1982 and was recently
moved and enlarged into the
authentic garden currently located
on the northwest corner of the estate grounds. Japanese gardners spent
several weeks visiting their Sister
City and installing the present
garden. The garden, a lasting symbol
representing the partnership
b etween Bloomington-Normal and
Asahikawa, is used as a site for
lectures and demonstrations on
Japenese culture.

During the summer, the
grounds of the Manor are transformed into an Olde English amphitheater for the annual Illino is Shakespeare Festival productions. This
past season the Festival celebrated
its 10th anniversary of
performing in repertory the various
works of William Shakespeare. The
Festival is closely associated with
both the Theater Department and
College of Fine Arts, but is made
possible through funding and support provided by the ISU Foundation, Illinois Arts Council, numero us private and public agencies and
individual memberships in the Illinois Shakespeare
Society.
Each season from 10,000 to
12,000 people gather on the
grounds of the Manor for the plays,

the pre-performance Gre~ns show
featuring the University's Madrigal
Singers, and a p icnic dinner. On
Monday evenings, the Festival's off
night, concerts are given by music
department quartets, vocal groups
and piano ensembles.
Hazle Buck Ewing's generosity
and foresight enabled thousands of
people from the University and
Bloomington-Normal community to
enjoy a rich blend of meaningful
samples of international culture, art,
architecture and landscape. Her
dream lives on in the programs
scheduled year round to provide
cross-cultural contacts among students, faculty, staff and members of
the community and state.
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By Richard Godfrey
President, !SU Foundation

ISU Foundation:
the helping hand to new horizons

T

he private gift support of Illinois State University alumni,
parents, faculty, staff and
friends of the institution is a vital
factor in expanding the University's
educational horizons on the campus,
here in this country, and abroad.
The ISU Foundation is a separate not-for-profit corporation dedicated soley to the seeking, investment and use of private funds for
the educational purposes of ISU. Its
board of directors, comprised of
executives and professionals from
o utside the University, takes seriously its fiduciary responsibilities for
the millions of dollars donated,
pledged or committed to the institution through the Foundation.
International programming is
one example of how those private
funds are of help in pushing ever
outward the University's boundaries.
For example, the Office of International Studies is beginning a program with the Foundation Office to
solicit funds for scholarships for
foreign students coming to ISU and
for ISU students wishing to study
abroad but lacking the money to
do so.
A special fund has been established in memory of Lucy Hickrod,
who passed away in 1987 after serving ISU for several years in the
Department of Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work. The fund
will provide scholarships to benefit
Chinese students at ISU.
Another scholarship program,
the Lela Winegarner Fellowship, is
dedicated to this loyal member of
the ISU faculty for more than 25
years. Ms. Winegarner served in
the English Department and the
International Student Program. All
international students admitted to
an Illinois State University graduate
program who plan to use their
education in a service capacity are
eligible to apply for the scholarships. The first awards are
anticipated to be given during t his
18
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The ISU Foundation, through gifts
to the University, is able to assist with
programs, materials and services provided to students studying at ISU from
distant lands.

academic year.
The Honda Corporation,
through the Japan Foundation, has
contributed mo ney to the Foundation for the purchase of books about
Japan for Milner Library. And, the
Foundation has been involved in discussions with University officials
about other programs whic h would
provide cross-cultural linkage o f
Americans and Japanese, since the
parents of the Diamond-Star corporation in Normal are the Chrysler
and Mitsubishi corporations.
Of course, the main thrust of
Foundation-funded programs is on
campus in areas often of the donor's
choice. Scholarships for specific
majors, construction projects, programs to assist students in general,
and faculty fellowships are among
the many ways donors can restrict
their contributions. Gifts which are
not designated for a specific purpose
are placed into an area of greatest
need as determined by the Foundation Board of Directors.
A gift of any amount is important. Joining one of the Foundation's giving clubs brings to the
donor a handsome plaque. The Decade Club includes all donors who
give between $ 100 and $249 a year
and is by far the largest in terms
of membership.
The University Club is for contributors who give between $250
and $ 499 each year; the Deans Circle from $500 to $999; and the Presidents Club is for commitments of
$10,000 through an outright contributio n, a pledge of $1,000 per year
for 10 years, a planned gift of
$30,000 or more such as through
a trust or will, or a commitment
of a combination of a cash gift and
planned gift. Members of this prestigious club are invited to a black tie
d inner and other events each year.
Many people view a gift to the
Foundation as a means of repaying
the University for the benefits that
continued on next page

By Marc Lcbovitz
Public Information Specialist

Students reap benefits
of faculty travel abroad
global perspective. That is
what faculty members who
travel abroad obtain and
that is what students gain in their
classrooms at llli nois State.
Not too many years ago, a faculty member who traveled to another
country was seen as a great adventurer , a brave explorer. Today's ISU
faculty, at the direction and with the
support of President Lloyd Watkins
and Provost David Strand, is traveling, observing and studying abroad
in larger numbers than ever, to
every continent but Antarctica.
"The world today is interdependent to the point where even
smaller companies are doing some
business on an international level,"
said College of Business Dean
Andrew Nappi. "Giving our students an international and global
perspective is a major emphasis of
our business program as well as the
entire University. Our graduates
must be equipped to live in a global
society."
It is the goal of each college at
lllinois State University to expand
its faculty's international experience,
and increase and improve its understanding of the world with travel
abroad. Internationalizing the curriculum is part of the University's commitment to excellence in education.
Many faculty members travel
on their own on sabbaticals or are

invited abroad to lecture. For example, Dr. Carol Thornton in mathematics has done extensive research
in Australia; Dr. Pam Ritch in theater education has done research and
lectured on a Fulbright grant in Peru.
Dr. Max Rennels in art lectured
at universities throughout Asia and
learned much about the people, education and art in Japan, Ch ina, Thailand and Korea; Dr. Mike Wyzan in
economics was invited to lecture in
Bulgaria; Naomi Towner in art has
students working on projects for a
silk company she contacted while in
Thailand; Dr. Ed Francis in industrial techno logy made a two-month
world tour discussing heating and
cooling energy savings.
Other faculty members travel
in groups arranged by Illinois State's
Office of International Studies and
often created as part of an exchange
with other governments or their universities. For seven years, ISU has
had an exchange agreement with the
Foreign Languages Publications
Bureau in the People's Republic of
China, and, for the last two years,
an agreement with Liaoning Normal
University in Dalian, China. Except
for the cost of transportation, those
agencies and the faculty members
cover all the expenses.
Every year , faculty members
accompany groups of ISU students
who spend a semester in the Study

Abroad programs in England,
France, Italy, Japan and Germany.
Other small groups have taken summer educational trips to locations
around the world.
"We in the United States don't
know enough about other nations
and other cultures," said Dr. David
Strand, vice president and provost
at Illinois State. "So I have encouraged the academic units and offices
of the University to expand their
curricula, to broaden the scope of
what is taught and to encourage
exchanges with universities and governments of other countries," he
said. "We have to do it, and do it
well, because we want the internationalizing of our curriculum to be
an important qualitative p rocess.
"Anyone who travels abroad is
a different person as a result,"
Strand said. "It expands your view
of the interrelationship between people and nations and gives you a greater appreciation for what we have in
this country.
"Travel abroad helps faculty
members bring an extra dimension
to their instructional programs," he
said. " It also can ignite a spark in a
faculty member's professional life
that makes the classroom process
more meaningful and more exciting.
Third, the content of what you
teach comes alive because you can

it has brought to them, either as the
springb oard for a career; the on-campus experiences that have broadened
their personal horizons; or the gen eral foundation that the University
provided for the success in life
which they have enjoyed.
If you would like more information on how you can join the 8,2 16
persons or corporations who assisted
Illinois State University this past
year through a gift for education,

please write or call the ISU Foundation, Rambo House, lllino is State
University, Normal, Ill., phone
309/438-2294. A Development staff
member will advise you on how you
can be of help.
Incidentally, o ur Foundation
officers this year are E. Burton
Mercier '50, chairman, who is presid ent of Bloomington Offset Process,
Inc.; Richard Lenahan , vice chairman, president of the Normal Facility

of The People's Bank; a nd Richard
Johnson '57, president of Twin Cities Broadcasting Corp. (WJBC and
WBNQ). Other executive committee
membe rs are John Goldrick, publisher of the Pantagraph, Bloomington;
Attorney Thomas Jacob; former
American Farm Bureau President
William Kuh fuss '34; and Judge
Charles Witte '71.

A
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talk personally about your subject
matter as it relates to the international scene."
Dr. John Gueguen of the political science department has traveled
overseas, including seven trips to
Rome for the International University Congress. He has been the American coordinator of the non-profit
educational association that studies
different themes each year.
"Of course I always b ring back
books, magazines, my notes, and so
on, but the intangibles you bring
back and the experiences you have
deepen your cultural understanding
and sensitivity," Gueguen said.
"You meet many faculty and student leaders from different countries and discover they have a different way of thinking. As a university
teacher, you come back with a wide
range of alternatives, not just in the
courses you teach, but in the mission and role of the university."
Over the years, Gueguen also
has made trips to French Canada,
Spain, France and Belgium. Those
trips were more directly pertinent to
courses he was teaching. He took
notes on each trip, on his experiences, his impressions, what he
learned and observed, and makes
those notes available to ISU students preparing to attend the Model
United Nations each year.
According to Dr. JoAnn
McCarthy, director of ISU's Office
of International Studies and Programs, her office is working even
harder in recent years to establish
travel abroad situations for faculty
and is pursuing external fund ing to
help reduce the financial drain on
faculty members who travel.
"We have received more travel
funds in International Studies to support travel on sponsored exchanges,"
she said. "In the past year the University has supported five people
who went to Thailand, 40 to Japan
and 37 to China. Four of the five
colleges have had groups travel to
China for a month in the past four
summers, and Arts and Sciences will
go next summer." That would be a
total of 92 faculty members having
been to Chi na.
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"We are looking at d ifferent
paradigms to help faculty travel
abroad," McCarthy said. " It's hard
to leave your family for a prolonged
trip abroad, and if your family
comes with you it creates other
problems. Secondly, it is hard to use
rare sabbatical time to travel when it
often has to be used for research or
writing or other academic pursuits.
" In the long run, everything we
can do to facilitate faculty travel
abroad will enhance the curriculum,
and promote professional development and international understanding," she said.
Dr. Mel Goldstein of the psychology department spent the past
academic year as director of ISU's
Study Abroad program in Grenoble,
France. One of the classes he teaches
at Illinois State is organizational psychology, and visits he arranged with
French companies were extremely
beneficial and applicable to his
teaching.
"The impact of being abroad is
phenomenal in terms o f the way I
teach," he said, "since my o rganizational psychology class and the
advanced psychology senio r seminar
I teach both are related to business.
I was in touch with a business
school in France and spent a day
with an executive at Hewlett-Packard in France to get an understanding of their organizational behavior.
"Seeing how a multinational
business operates in France gave me
insights to use in both courses-the
integration of work rules in Europe
with American corporate cultures
and the integration of European cultures into American corporate cul-

tures," he said. "It will help give my
students a broader, more international perspective."
Dr. Nappi's College of Business
faculty has a strong, clear sense of
purpose in its travel abroad. Six of
every 10 jobs in lllinois, it is reported, deal with exporting. Nearly
every business graduate will go to
work for a company that has some
dealings with foreign countries.
"Even if our students can't take
advantage of ISU's various Study
Abroad programs, then it's up to
the faculty members to pass along
their first-hand knowledge and
insight into the business of other
countries to go along with textbook
information," Nappi said.
"It is important to understand
how people in other countries
approach certain relationships," said
Dr. George Brabb of the College of
Business. "In the U.S. you meet
another business person, shake
hands, sit down and do business.
It's a longer process in Japan, for
instance, where the people must feel
very comfortable with you before
entering a business relationship.
"Twenty-five years ago you
could teach business classes based
just on the U.S. economy and
the American market," Nappi said.
"Today, international business is all
around us.

Art Professor Max Rennels, who traveled through Asia last year, brought
back authentic h eaddresses of the lkha
tribe, a group which lives on the Burma
b o rder in Thailand. The Ikha doll h e is
holding r e flects the lkha people and
wears a much smalle r version of the traditional h eaddress. Behind Rennels is an
enlarged photograph of a Chinese child
h e met. The little girl h ad never seen a
Caucasian b e fore.

r
Look at Mitsubishi right here in
town with Diamond-Star. You can't
bring a global perspective to the c urriculum unless you've been there
yourself."
Dr. Ann Nolte in h ealth sciences
at ISU spent 2½ months in Thailand
last year and a month in China this
summer and realized that, in China
in particular, Illinois State's faculty
has far more to offer in health education than it has to gain. But her visits had value.
There is much to gain fro m
observing developing health education programs in those countries,"
she said. "We in the U.S. h ave to
understand that helping those countries doesn't simp ly mean making
their health education programs just
like those here. Each co untry needs
to develop its own procedures and
its own means of acqui ring health
education.
"At Illinois State, we train students to be professionals who can
deal with all kinds of people, fro m
different backgrounds, d ifferent cultures, different behaviors," Nolte
said. "As their teacher I try to give
them my first-hand knowledge of
other cultures and countries. The
real world doesn't always follow a
traditional medical model. There are
other ways to d eal with some health

problems.''
John Sipes of the theater department traveled to Japan in August to
study with d irector and acting teacher Tadashi Suzuki. Sipes believes the
o nly way to teach acting is to stay
active as a performing artist. Next
spring he will be o ne of fo ur College
o f Fine Arts faculty members to
team-teach a course called Fine Arts
of China and Japan.
" I'm intrigued by Suzuki's
method o f training actors," he said.
"And being able to see Suzuki Theater and Noh Theater in To kyo also
broadens what I can offer in the
classroom. Just as the student
matures in the student-teacher relationship, the teacher must find ways
to learn and bring new things into
that relationship. The teacher has to
put more in the mix. That is what
travel abroad offers."
Economics professor Dr. Tony
Ostrosky spent extended periods in
Japa n and in Australia. He taught
classes, had a paper published and
generally and specifically studied
economics in those countries.
"The really great thing about
traveling abroad is that you can
relate those experiences to your stude nts, and your research gives them
up-to-date, current knowledge.
What I saw," he said, "was that in

Japan they have congestion, pollution and housing problems. It's
wall-to-wall people. In Australia,
though, it is the opposite. They
want expansion.
" I do a lot of work in demographics, population, and there are
all kinds of economic questio ns that
can be asked and discussed about
those countries," Ostrosky said. " I
think what we learn through internatio nal travel is a ver y important part
of our job as teachers. We acquire
education not o nly through books
but through experie nces. A lot of
o ur students have never even left Illino is, so a teacher 's first-hand knowledge o f other parts of the world is
critical."
Provost Strand emphasized that
international travel, which aids in
international education, is important to the University and its future.
He said ISU has assigned a high priority to external fundi ng requests
relating to international travel.
"In the future I hope we can
develop additional programs, especially with South American, Central
American and the Caribbean countries," he said, "and continue to
expand our relationships with universities and governme nts in the
Pacific Basin, because of their importance in the world."
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London
Cambridge
York
Edinburgh
Stratford

The Illinois State University Alumni Association proudly announces an alumni travel program to London and Scotland in June of 1988.
The seven day, eight night tour includes three
days in London and a four day tour to Cambridge, York, Edinburgh and Stratford. In London, you'll have the opportunity to take four
separate tours, including London's West End
featuring Houses of Parliament, Westminster
Abbey and the Changing of the Guard; the city
of London,,the Financial District, St. Paul's
Cathedral and the Tower of London; Windsor
Castle and Eton, including Eton College, State
Apartments and Kennedy Memorial; and Stonehenge and Bath complete with Regency city of
Bath and a visit to the famous Romas Baths,
Bronze-Age Stonehenge. In Cambridge, you'll
visit Cambridge College situated on the tranquil
River Cam. A visit to 13th Century York Minster, now nearly fully restored after the 1984 fire,
Edinburgh Castle and Stratford upon Avon
complete the tour.

June 1988
This is a special tour program
designed solely for
Illinois State University
alumni and friends
by Champion Travel Agency, Inc.,
Bloomington, Ill.
For more information, return the coupon to:
Alumni Services, Rambo House
Illinois State University
Normal, Ill. 6 1761-690 1

London/Scotland
Alumni Tour Information
Year

Name

Address

City

State

Zip

